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Movius Adopts IBM Public Cloud to Empower Global Enterprises to Scale
Communications Continuity in a Secured Environment

Movius Leverages IBM public cloud and IBM Cloud Internet Services to Support Clients in Highly
Regulated Industries as Businesses Rapidly Scale Remote Workforces

ARMONK, N.Y., April 3, 2020 /PRNewswire/ -- Movius, an emerging global leader in cloud-based secure mobile
communications software, will host its MultiLine application on the IBM (NYSE: IBM) public cloud. This helps them
meet critical demand for business communications continuity as enterprises migrate their mobile
communication needs to the cloud, while still addressing their regulatory and data protection needs.

As global events dramatically reshape work environments, organizations are strategizing how to organize
remote teams to be productive while also adhering to security, compliance and data protection guidelines.
Movius' MultiLine solution allows organizations to address this need, especially as highly regulated industries
shift more employees to work-from-home environments. The MultiLine application allows users to deploy and
control a second phone line – with a dedicated business phone number – on any device and carrier. The service
can capture and archive all voice and text conversations to help meet their compliance requirements. As an
example, to meet European Union requirements for capturing all business-related calls, Cantor Fitzgerald
Ireland chose MultiLine to deploy across its wealth advisors with the goal of zero disruption in client service.
Additionally, by hosting the solution on IBM public cloud, Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland can benefit from the
industry's most secure and open public cloud for business.

"One of the reasons for choosing MultiLine is that we believe the regulator would be quite satisfied with how
robust it is compared to some of the other options," said David Mitchell, CTO, Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland. "The
real value comes from being able to demonstrate quickly, easily and obviously that you are addressing your
requirements."

By hosting its app on IBM's public cloud, Movius is allowing companies to work remotely while still supporting
their regulatory and data protection needs for specific industries and countries. IBM public cloud delivers
enterprise-grade workload capabilities, market-leading data and app protection, and open source innovations to
some of the world's largest and most complex enterprises as they protect sensitive data.  

Movius is part of the IBM Public Cloud Ecosystem, a new initiative to support global system integrators (GSIs)
and independent software vendors (ISVs) to help clients modernize and transform mission-critical workloads on
the IBM public cloud. 

"IBM's leadership in security has helped establish IBM public cloud as the preferred destination for businesses to
run their most complex workloads," said Aki Duvvur, VP, IBM public cloud. "Movius turned to the IBM public
cloud to help them meet their regulatory demands and provide a high level of protection for its clients' data,
while enabling enterprises across the globe to take advantage of its MultiLine application."

For more information, visit www.ibm.com/cloud/public  
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Movius is the leading global provider in cloud-based secure mobile communications software, helping
enterprises deliver better engagement for their clients. Enterprises around the world use the company's all-in-
one mobility platform to connect with their customers in more convenient, cost-effective and compliant ways.
The platform offers an easy way to extend and integrate voice, text, and messaging services into other
systems, like CRM or collaboration tools.

Headquartered in Atlanta, Movius has additional locations in Silicon Valley, Calif., and Bangalore, India. Movius
works with leading global partners like Sprint, BlackBerry, Telstra, and Telefónica. For more information on
Movius, visit https://www.moviuscorp.com.
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